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Purpose

To welcome, and to provide a brief overview of the DOD Explosive Ordnance Disposal Program to our attendees, industry partners, distinguished visitors, and honored guests, as we assemble for the Third Annual Global EOD Conference and Exhibition to network, exchange ideas, and remember our fallen comrades.
The EOD Memorial Foundation is a nonprofit organization dedicated to honoring the legacy of our fallen EOD Warriors by providing for maintenance and upkeep of the physical memorial at Eglin AFB, FL, funding and facilitating the annual EOD Memorial Ceremony & Ball, and providing scholarships to family members of active duty, former, retired, and fallen members of the EOD Community.

http://www.eodmemorial.org/

The National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) is America’s leading Defense Industry Association promoting national security. NDIA is proud to provide a legal and ethical forum for the exchange of information between Industry and Government on National Security issues.

http://www.ndia.org/
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ECM / CREW

Detection Technologies

Advanced Robotics Platforms

EOD Rapid Response Vehicles

HME Capabilities
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Integration Into National Strategic Documents

Integration Into Combatant Commander Processes and Requirements

Integration Into DoD Doctrine and Joint Publications
The Numbers

- Since 1942 the number of EOD Warriors added, or will be added to the EOD Memorial - 288
- From Jun 1942-Sep 2001 (59 yrs) there were 177 names added to the Wall.
- From Sep 2001- Today (11 Yrs) we have added or will add an additional 111 names
- 39% of all EOD losses have occurred since Sep 2001
- Since the Inaugural 2010 Global EOD Conference there have been 36 EOD Warriors killed and 193 EOD Warriors wounded in operations in Iraq & Afghanistan
EOD Heroes

02/2011
SPC Christopher G. Stark

02/2011
SSG Chauncy R. Mays

03/2011
SSG Eric S. Trueblood

03/2011
SSG Mark C. Wells

07/2011
SSG Michael J. Garcia

04/2011
SSGT David P. Day

06/2011
GYSGT Ralph E. Pate Jr.

08/2011
SSGT Mark C. Wells

07/2011
SSG Michael J. Garcia

08/2011
EODCS Kraig M. K. Vickers

08/2011
EODC Nicholas H. Null

01/2012
PO1 Chad R. Regelin

05/2011
TSGT Kristoffer M. Solesbee

05/2011
SSGT Joseph J. Hamski

06/2011
TSGT Daniel L. Douville

01/2012
TSGT Matthew S. Schwartz

01/2012
A1C Matthew R. Seidler
Summary
Questions?

COL Gerald “Gerry” Muhl
gerald.muhl@us.army.mil
703-614-5824

Lets keep them off the wall !!!